To make the response of airship system to be quicker, a kind of terminal sliding mode surface was constructed which can make the pitch angle trace the desired value in a finite time. Also a Lyapunov function was given to prove the sliding mode method is right and reasonable. But detailed simulation result shows that the response is very quick but it has chattering problem which is caused by the loss of integral item in the formation of control law. So a conclusion was got that terminal sliding mode surface should has enough damping ratio in the formation of control law or the system response will has oscillation.
Introduction
Since 1990, airship has widely attract attention from many countries as a low speed cheap aircraft because of its military proportion to be used as a stable platform. And many researchers have turned to the airship flight control research field, not only many traditional control methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] such as PID control is applied to airship, but also many modern control methods such as robust control, adaptive control and neural network control method is also widely used in airship control system. And the sliding mode variable structure control has been favored by many engineers because of its good robustness and rapidity [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . And the terminal sliding mode is attractive because of its limited time convergence characteristics. In this paper, a class of terminal sliding mode surface is introduced to analyze the attitude control problem of the pitching channel of airship model, and the stability of the system is analyzed. Also the simulation is carried out to find out the characteristic of the dynamic response of the airship.
Model Description
Based on the previous work, the pitch channel model of airship can be described as follows: 
The definition of ij a see the definition of M in previous work [3] [4] [5] .
Choose the expect value of all states , , , , , u w q x z q are , , , , ,
Use the inverse matrix of M
To make it convenient for reading, some functions can be written as follows [6] [7] [8] Then the system can be written as follows 
It is not difficult to prove that system is stable in hypothetical condition.
Numerical Simulation
The system is proved to be stable by theoretical derivation as above, in order to test the stability of the system, this section uses SIMULINK tool case in MATLAB to the simulation.
In this section, choose 10000 2 = u , assume that the initial height is 1 meter, assume that attitude angle is 10 degree, and choose 01 . According to above simulation result, we can find that the pitch angle can trace desired value 10 deg in 100s, but there exists big oscillations. And also it will cause the actuator angle has chattering problem. It means that the terminal method should integrated with integral method, which can reduce steady state error.
Conclusion
A novel kind of terminal sliding mode surface was proposed to solve the problem that the tracking of pitch angle of airship is too slow. And the whole system with proposed method was proved to be stable, but simulation result shows that the dynamic performance is not ideal. The reason is that although the response speed is improved, but there is another problem appeared that the system response has oscillation which is caused by the lacking of damping ratio in the formation of whole control law. So how to increase the damping ration and without change the terminal sliding mode surface greatly is the main point of our future work.
